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TEACHING ENGLISH IN KOREA

by bill tgeggingtonedgingtonEgggingtoingtoninato n
in a recent needs assessment for korea largest problem is forgetting7 the english

discussion held at the church college of he has already learnt from the government
hawaii it was pointed out quite forcibly by educational systems many of the teachers
koreans present that there is aa great need of english cannot speak or understand the
for a strong TESL programmeprogrammaprogramme in korea spoken form of the language they are teach-

ingIlearninglearningearning spoken english is looked upon as a 2 if spoken english is learnt in korea
method of social and economic advance-
ment

without the assistance of a native speaker
at the present time this desire is it is almost a separate language again from

being channeled into semi effective to in-
effective

english or korean korean english teachers
programmesprogrammedprogrammes thus frustration is knowing their inadequacy inin spokenenglishspoken English

common among korean english learners often compensate by turning the class into a
this paper will be a general overview of the translation exercise from one ianlanlanguageage to
problems and solutions that a TESL teacher another and to get the flavour of a true
would face if he were to teach in korea academic exercise they explain the gram-

maticalAs already stated there is high motiva-
tion

niceties of the language 3 this
to learn english koreanskorea1skorea is becoming

more and more westernized andinand in partic-
ular americanized english speaking com-
panies
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korean life thus causing a need for english he spent two years in korea as a
speaking korean businessmen and techni-
cians

missionary and has taught in the
clansS higher education is also moving in the missionary language training program
direction of western thought and thus west-
ern

estr
influence and communicationintercommunicationinter

because of this the english teacher will makes the student an expert in
i

grammaigrammangrammai
never lack good highly motivated students but unfortunately that is as farfarasAs his english

however many koreans find english a ababilitiesilitieswilities go there isalisaiisalsoais alsoaisosoaa scaricityscaricity of good
very hard language to master hei sook modern scientifically acceptable teaching
lee in an article in language learning materials 114 momostt of the bbooks00ks dive into
says that traditional gragrammar

I1

mmaramar explanations and use
since korean people who areate now outmoded concepts manvofmandofmany of thefhe books arearet
learning english or intend to lelearnarnitit based on british english of the 1950s or
have the preconception thathatt it is

7

a very equally strange dialectsdialecbialects of american
difficult language they usually feel english all these things hinder the student
discouraged the authauthoror believes it is in his ability to learn the language
urgent to destroy this preconceived perhaps the only real solution to these
notion 1 problems would be an iinfluxnflux of trained

he states that one of the most effective native english speakers for a period that
methods of overcoming this discouragement would allow koreankorean teachers to become
is to start off the english programmeprogrammaprogramme with masters of their field of course before thethi
english cognates that are very common iinn ttrainedrained nnative english teachers could be
the korean language awillpwillI1 will discuss cognates effective they would have to know certain
later in thisthispaperpaper things regarding the korean languageandlanguage and

the english learner in koreaalsokorea alsoaiso must especially korean customs marilucimari luci
overcome a series of4 man made handicaps
before he can begin to masterenglishmaster english his 2 james W new english teaching on the

rim of asia in language learning
1963 8 no 331 p 69

I1 hei sook lee english korean cognates 3 Nnewew 69in language learning 1958 8 no 4 p

p 57 4 new p 69
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jaramillo hashag stated that she belief 0 that twthe lafilanguagesguareguage

wherever we arefeanngare teaching at home or broadabroad
underunderstandingstandmg cucultural differences is just as the english atat has a voiced flapped allo-

phoneimportant as having an excellent 1curricu-
lum

in certain positions the english
i knknowingowing appropriate technique or vowelsvowels hayehavehiyi alloailoallophonesphonesphonet of different lenienlength9th

having adequate materials in the class-
room

phonetically english e and 0o have an
3 upward jidelaealdealaeide lu11 As can be seen the

following enenglishglish dounsoungounsoundsds do nonotA eiexistst in

in korea the classroom student teacher korean labio dentals f v inter
relationship is quite different from our more dentals 0o 0j 41alveolarveolar fricative z also

relaxed atmosphere korean students are ajzj does not exist koreans front the

used to a strict teaching technique with little following sounds t ddss n and r
emphemphasisasis on discussion in this kind of koreans have great difficulty with the
atmospnereatmosphere sometimes the informality of english rounded r the korean r is
north americans is interpreted to mean that unrounded in korean aspiration is a
we do not really much care about any-
thing

significant phonetic feature whereas in
6 so the teacher should be careful english it is not so phonetically there

of creating the wrong atmosphere and be are some major difficultiesdifficultiesto to be overcome
aware of cultural taboos that exist in the one way of doing this would be to con-

centrateculture of his students this however does centrate on english korean cognates thus
not mean that the teacher should become bring about confidence for the beginner
completely koreanized in his teaching hei sook lee has compiled a list of cognates
methods languagelanguage isis so closely related but since then it has no doubt changed iai211

with culture that we should not only teacnteaclteacle however this list would still be valuable in
englishengjisengwish but usoiso the culture of our western overcoming the initial lack 0off confidence in a
ways it is a good thing to discuss cultural student naturally cognates such as gas
differences in the classroom this wiffbringwillwiffwiil bring and card are pronouaronoupronouncedncedaced in the korean
about good communication and understand-
ing

fashion kakasusu and kardubardu but with practice
and also prepare the students for an a good english pronunciation could be

experience in the english speaking world 7 created an interesting morphmorphemicernic feature
As stated the TESOL teacher should also of the cognates is that thethey are only used in

be aware of certain problems0 caused by the the sihsingularau9ulatlar form in korean there is no
korean ianlanlanguageguage that will hinfluence his morpheme like the english bound plural
stustudentsdente english learning ability the morphemesmorphemes s there istheestheis the plural mor-

phemekorean language uuseses a sennisemi syllabary 11 as duidullduildul that canscan be attached to nounsn6uns
its phonetic basis

9
As may be expected pronouns or adverbs but it can be omitted

it is difficult to teach english pronun-
ciation

if the sentence or phrase contains a word
to tokoreanskoreans because the phonemes which is plural in meaning I1 handhanchekhancaekhanchan aek one

are different phonetically in english and book du caekbaek or du caekbaek dullduilduliduldui two
korean 9 following is aa korean english books thus the cognates are only used in
phonemicphonemphonedic chart which shows certain import-
ant

the singular form other morphemicmorphernicfeaturesfeatures
differences in the phonemic structures of of the language exist that the TESOL teacher

would be wise to know so he can be an
effective teacher

5 marilucimari luci jarjaramilloamillo culculturalturalturai differences korean sentence order has the verb at
in the ESOL classroom in TESOLTTSOLetsoe the end of the sentence with the next most
quarterlyQuartery 7 1 mar 73 p 57 important word next to it and so on

usually if all words are of nearly equal
6 jaramillo p 57 importance the order is time subject place

continued on page 237 jaramillo p 57
10 lee p 64
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ENGLISHENGUM IN KOREA
continued from 10page

indirect object verb 13 thus the TESOL
teacher must spend a lot of time on sentence
word order I1 have found that this is one of
the most difficult things for koreans to
master

it is the nature of the koreans to never
give up in face of hard work the TESOL
teacher will be amazed by their desire to
learn and try he could be discouraged by
their lack of confidence but through an
effort on both sides this can be overcome

13 anthony V vandesande and francis YTpark myongdosMyongdos korean 6 2 part I11
seoul myngdo institute 1968 p 67

PHONEMIC CHART

summaries of english and korean
phonemic systems
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